
 

Indicators Progress Commission Meeting Notes 

February 3, 2023 

 

Meeting called to order at 12:01 pm:   

Present IPC Members: Andrea Calderon, Jimmy Carleton, Elaine Hebard, Sarah Sampsel, 
Shana Judge, Timothy Krebs, and Tony Monfiletto  

City Staff: Justine Freeman and Catrien de Boer 

Approve agenda at 12:02 pm:  

The current agenda was approved with a motion from Tony Monfiletto and a second from 
Shana Judge.  

Approve minutes at 12:03 pm: 

The minutes from the January meeting were approved with a motion from Shana Judge and a 
second from Jimmy Carleton.  

Update on Goals Forums Report at 12:05 pm: 

Justine Freeman gave an update on the submission of the Goals Forums Report. It was 
submitted via hard copy and email to all City Councilors and their staff, to the Mayor and 
Executive Team, and posted in English and Spanish on the IPC’s webpage. The Commission 
received positive feedback and gratitude from the Mayor and decided it wants to reach out to 
Councilor Tammy Fiebelkorn since a good portion of the community input we received was 
from her district.  

Review indicators at 12:10 pm: 

Catrien de Boer led the commissioners through the indicators based on their previous voting in 
preparation for the Albuquerque Progress Report (APR). Catrien also reviewed indicators that 
data is not available for and that will continue to be researched for future reports. 
Commissioners voted to include both a status column comparing ABQ to its peers and a trend 
column comparing ABQ to itself in past years. The IPC agreed that in the long-term it wants to 
work on a column that shows an absolute value for where it wants ABQ to be or whether the 
City has identified a goal in that area. The Commission decided that although the FBI warns 
against comparing crime statistics across cities to do so in the 2022 APR, possibly with an equity 



disclaimer. The IPC identified a number of projects it wants to work on after the APR including 
strategic planning, developing a data dashboard, improving community engagement, 
developing an equity lens and an environmental justice lens, as well as the new column for 
where it wants to see ABQ in relation to each indicator.  

Review APR outline at 12:55 pm:   

Justine Freeman shared the proposed outline for the 2022 APR and made adjustments based 
on the Commissioners’ input.  

Closing and next steps at 1:00 pm: 

The group discussed next steps for drafting the APR then closed the meeting.  

 

 


